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Under 7 Mini Rugby Coaching Lesson Plan
The purpose of this book is to provide the player, family, coach, and player’s support network
with the information needed for positional excellence in the position of Hooker (No. 2) in Rugby
Union. The objectives of this book are as follows: 1. To provide the reader with an
understanding of the natural physical and mental development of young players in the sport of
Rugby Union. 2. To explain the demands of Rugby Union and use that information to help
guide the player’s development. 3. To provide a blueprint for the core conditioning needed to
achieve results in the game of Rugby Union. 4. To provide an insight into what selectors and
coaches are looking for at a representative level. 5. To provide free access to a professional
player development portal, www.developaplayer.com, whereby the player can record and
share their Rugby development with friends, family, coaches, sponsors, and selectors.
Johnny Sexton - the man who pulled the strings for the Lions - gives an intimate insight into the
rugby life in Becoming a Lion. With three Heineken Cups and one British and Irish Lions tour
victory under his belt, Johnny Sexton is by some distance the leading fly-half in the northern
hemisphere. Over the course of the Lions' first victorious Test series in sixteen years, Sexton
was the man pulling the strings. His try in the third test was the decisive blow, and his joyous
celebrations after scoring were echoed in homes across Britain and Ireland. Becoming a Lion
is an intimate portrait of life at the highest levels of the professional game - at Leinster, with
Ireland, and on tour with the Lions. 'Bracing and fascinating in equal measure' Malachy Clerkin,
Irish Times 'Riveting ... Opens a remarkable window into the stresses, hurts and insecurities of
a professional life in rugby' Vincent Hogan, Irish Independent 'Captures all the jagged edges
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that make Sexton one of Irish sport's most compelling characters' Sunday Times 'Sets a great
benchmark for sports autobiographies, given that it is so honest' Matt Cooper, Today FM
'Engrossing' Rugby World Ireland 'If you crave an insight into the life of a professional rugby
player ... Becoming a Lion is a must' Donal Lenihan, Irish Examiner 'Intensely revealing' Irish
Daily Mail
The Holcroft saga, a rugby story the like of which, may never have been equalled in the history
of the game. It begins over a century ago, when Mr. George Holcroft, was given charge of
Leigh St. Peters R.L.F.C. in 1889. He married and when his family grew up, Jack, Harry,
William and Tom all played for local teams. They married and George’s grandsons Bert and
Bill also played. Bert Holcroft has been a distinguished servant for the game of Rugby all his
life. He holds coaching certificates from BOTH the Australian and British governing bodies one of only a handful of men to achieve such an honour in the game’s history. For 20-odd
years Bert Holcroft has had one of the unlikeliest jobs in sport - teaching Australian Rugby
Coaches how to coach! Considering the Australian dominance of World Rugby in recent years,
that might seem a par with taking coal to Newcastle. But make no mistake, Bert Holcroft has
done as much as anyone to ensure Australia’s re-emergence as a major Rugby power. On the
face of it, Australia wouldn’t seem to need any outside help, let alone from a Pom. Their
record of only one Test defeat since 1978 speaks for itself. But Bert’s reputation is nation-wide
“down under” - quite simply he’s one of the best in the business. Bert, who played for Leigh
between 1950-60, has spent much of his latter years Down Under lecturing to top-grade
coaches in New South Wales. Born and bred in Cameron Street, Leigh, Bert has few peers
when it comes to teaching the basics of the 13 a side game. Since emigrating in the late 60’s,
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Bert has dedicated his life to coaching and fitness techniques. Teams in Queensland, New
South Wales and Sydney have all come under his influence - often with spectacular results.
Bert’s credentials are impeccable. Last summer, he achieved the highest accolade in Australia
- his Grade Three certificate personally signed by the then Australian league chairman Kevin
Humphreys and the Director of Coaching, Peter Corcoran. Three years earlier, Bert has sailed
through his Grade One and Two with flying colours. In 1953, he was awarded his senior
coaching certificate in England. Bert, who held a number of posts at Hilton Park before
emigrating to Australia, has spent a lot of his time heavily involved with Rugby in the
universities there. He became director of coaching for the University of New South Wales and
later coach of the Combined Universities side. Coaching Accreditation awarded by the
Australian Institute of Sport, Department of Sport and Recreation NSW and the NSW Rugby
League for administration, as well as being awarded National Coaching Certificates in both
Britain and Australia - one of only a handful of people to do so. Eventually the offer of a job in
Sydney came - to coach Premiership glamorous club, Eastern Suburbs.
The Holcroft saga, a rugby story the like of which, may never have been equalled in the history
of the game. It begins over a century ago, when Mr. George Holcroft, was given charge of
Leigh St. Peters R.L.F.C. in 1889. He married and when his family grew up, Jack, Harry,
William and Tom all played for local teams. They married and George's grandsons Bert and Bill
also played. Bert Holcroft has been a distinguished servant for the game of Rugby all his life.
He holds coaching certificates from BOTH the Australian and British governing bodies - one of
only a handful of men to achieve such an honour in the game's history. For 20-odd years Bert
Holcroft has had one of the unlikeliest jobs in sport - teaching Australian Rugby Coaches how
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to coach! Considering the Australian dominance of World Rugby in recent years, that might
seem a par with taking coal to Newcastle. But make no mistake, Bert Holcroft has done as
much as anyone to ensure Australia's re-emergence as a major Rugby power. On the face of
it, Australia wouldn't seem to need any outside help, let alone from a Pom. Their record of only
one Test defeat since 1978 speaks for itself. But Bert's reputation is nation-wide "down under"
- quite simply he's one of the best in the business. Bert, who played for Leigh between
1950-60, has spent much of his latter years Down Under lecturing to top-grade coaches in
New South Wales. Born and bred in Cameron Street, Leigh, Bert has few peers when it comes
to teaching the basics of the 13 a side game. Since emigrating in the late 60's, Bert has
dedicated his life to coaching and fitness techniques. Teams in Queensland, New South Wales
and Sydney have all come under his influence - often with spectacular results. Bert's
credentials are impeccable. Last summer, he achieved the highest accolade in Australia - his
Grade Three certificate personally signed by the then Australian league chairman Kevin
Humphreys and the Director of Coaching, Peter Corcoran. Three years earlier, Bert has sailed
through his Grade One and Two with flying colours. In 1953, he was awarded his senior
coaching certificate in England. Bert, who held a number of posts at Hilton Park before
emigrating to Australia, has spent a lot of his time heavily involved with Rugby in the
universities there. He became director of coaching for the University of New South Wales and
later coach of the Combined Universities side. Coaching Accreditation awarded by the
Australian Institute of Sport, Department of Sport and Recreation NSW and the NSW Rugby
League for administration, as well as being awarded National Coaching Certificates in both
Britain and Australia - one of only a handful of people to do so. Eventually the offer of a job in
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Sydney came - to coach Premiership glamorous club, Eastern Suburbs.
The incredible story of how one man inspired a nation of underdogs to achieve sporting
greatness. It is late summer 2013. Ben Ryan, a red-haired, 40-something, spectacle-wearing
Englishman, is given 20 minutes to decide whether he wants to coach Fiji's rugby sevens
team, with the aim of taking them to the nation's first-ever Olympic medal. He has never been
to Fiji. There has been no discussion of contracts or salary. But he knows that no one plays
rugby like the men from these isolated Pacific islands, just as no one plays football like the kids
from the Brazilian favelas, or no one runs as fast as the boys and girls from Jamaica's
boondocks. He knows too that no other rugby nation has so little - no money and no resources,
only basic equipment and a long, sad history of losing its most gifted players to richer, greedier
nations. Ryan says yes. And with that simple word he sets in motion an extraordinary journey
that will encompass witchdoctors and rugby-obsessed prime ministers, sun-smeared dawns
and devastating cyclones, intense friendships and bitter rows, phone taps and wild nationwide
parties. It will end in Rio with a performance that not only wins Olympic gold but reaches fresh
heights for rugby union and makes Ben and his 12 players living legends back home.
In a revised, updated, and considerably expanded new edition of Sport, Theory and Social
Problems, authors Eric Anderson and Adam White examine how the structure and culture of
sport promotes inequality, injury, and complicity to authority at the non-elite levels of play in
Anglo-American countries. By introducing students to a research-led perspective on sport, it
highlights the operation of power, patriarchy, and pain that a hyper-competitive sporting culture
promotes. Each chapter includes at least one key social theory, which is made accessible and
pragmatic. The theory is then infused throughout the chapter to help the student engage with a
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deeper understanding of sport. In addition to examining how sport generates otherness,
distracts children from education, and teaches the acceptance of emotional and physical
violence, this new edition also examines how organized, competitive sport divides us by race,
denies children the right to their own governance, and promotes brain trauma and chronic
traumatic encephalopathy in those who are too young to consent to play contact sports. Sport,
Theory and Social Problems: A Critical Introduction is an essential textbook for any sport
studies degree with a focus on the sociology of sport, sport and social theory, children’s health
and wellbeing, or sport and gender studies.
This book was written expressly for you who are coaching chil-dren in Flag Football. We stress
how to teach children to play this game and to have fun doing it. The book covers all facets of
the game from the most basic “how to” pass, receive, run and grab the flags to game
strategies and tactics. When coaching children it should be a fun experience for every-one, for
you, for the parents, and most important of all, for the chil-dren. As a coach, we cover the
teaching attitude and methods. We always keep in mind that these are children, and the game
is for the kids and not for the adults. Winning isn't everything, but learning to play well and
wanting to win is. We have taken the children from first grade through the eighth grade and
broken them into three categories. In each category we discuss the players needs and abilities,
what they are capable of in both the physical and emotion sense, and their limitations. We
have also defined the coach’s role, the parent’s role and the player’s role.
Timely new edition of this essential coaching guide for the fast-paced game of rugby sevens.

Touch Rugby is a rapidly growing game and an attractive sport to rugby coaches and
players because of the core skills it develops and the high levels of fitness it
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encourages. The absence of contact, the high value placed on developing foundational
Rugby skills, and the game's capacity to be played by men's, women's and mixed
teams makes it the ideal sport for pre-season training and also to the Fitness
community more generally. This book is the ultimate resource for players and coaches
of Touch Rugby at all levels and stages of the game as well as rugby union and league
players and coaches wishing to incorporate Touch principles into their training and
approach. The book outlines player pathways from beginner to intermediate to elite.
The core fitness requirements of the sport (speed, dynamism and agility) are clearly
described alongside advice on programmes that encourage the development of these
abilities. An essential buy for every Touch Rugby coach or player!
Try to recall the best coach you’ve ever had. Consider what differentiated them from
other coaches; what made them so effective? Was it their knowledge and
programming, or did it come down to the way they communicated with you and the way
they made you feel? While the former are critical, it is a coach’s words that set them
apart from the rest. The Language of Coaching focuses on the impact that
communication has on an individual’s ability to learn and perform a movement. Written
by performance coach Nick Winkelman, the book examines how instruction, feedback,
and cueing can significantly affect training outcomes. Grounded in motor learning and
the science of attentional focus, Winkelman takes you on a journey, guiding you
through practical coaching frameworks that will help you adapt your language to the
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learning needs of those you support. Packed with stunning visuals, the book provides
over 25 movement sequences that outline different types of coaching cues, including a
visual depiction of unique analogies, such as a sprinter taking off like a jet or an athlete
loading into a jump like a spring. The book is filled with a comprehensive collection of
cueing frameworks that guide you through the process of creating your own cues for
any movement you want to teach. You will also learn how to engage in more productive
conversation with your athletes through sample dialogue that uses the book’s cueing
philosophy. Whether you are new to coaching or a seasoned veteran, The Language of
Coaching will help you grow as a communicator and learn how to coach the person with
the same precision as you do the program. CE exam available! For certified
professionals, a companion continuing education exam can be completed after reading
this book. The Language of Coaching Online CE Exam may be purchased separately
or as part of The Language of Coaching With CE Exam package, which includes both
the book and the exam.
The modern day youth sports environment has taken the enjoyment out of athletics for
our children. Currently, 70% of kids drop out of organized sports by the age of 13,
which has given rise to a generation of overweight, unhealthy young adults. There is a
solution. John O’Sullivan shares the secrets of the coaches and parents who have not
only raised elite athletes, but have done so by creating an environment that promotes
positive core values and teaches life lessons instead of focusing on wins and losses,
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scholarships, and professional aspirations. Changing the Game gives adults a new
paradigm and a game plan for raising happy, high performing children, and provides a
national call to action to return youth sports to our kids.
Contemporary sports coaching studies have moved beyond simple biophysical
approaches to more complex understandings of coaching as a set of social
relationships and processes. This is the first book to examine what that means in the
context of one major international sport, rugby union. Drawing on cutting-edge empirical
research in the five most powerful rugby-playing nations, as well as developments in
pedagogical and social theory, the book argues for an holistic approach to coaching,
coach development and player and team performance, helping to close the gap
between coaching theory and applied practice. With player-centered approaches to
coaching, such as Game Sense and Teaching Games for Understanding, at the heart
of the book, it covers key contemporary topics in coach education such as: Long term
coach development Experience and culture in coaching practice Positive coaching for
youth rugby Improving decision-making ability Collaborative action research in rugby
coaching Informed by work with elite-level rugby coaches, and examining coaching
practice in both the full and sevens versions of the game, this book encourages the
reader to think critically about their own coaching practice and to consider innovative
new approaches to player and coach development. It is essential reading for all
students of sports coaching with an interest in rugby, and for any coach, manager or
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administrator looking to develop better programmes in coach education.
Coaching Science and Coaching Studies courses are appearing in increasing numbers
in many universities. The textbooks used in most of these courses are either
theoretically based sports science texts or practically based coaching books. The
former are generally lacking in application while the latter rarely have any scientific
input. The reader is, therefore, left to make the links themselves. Coaching Science will
bridge that gap covering both theory and practice and, most important, showing how
theory informs practice. The book will be multi- and, to some extent, inter-disciplinary,
as it is not possible to examine the interaction between coach, performer and task from
a single discipline perspective. Each chapter will include overviews of the main
theories, but the bulk of the material will be concerned with how such theories can be
applied in practice. Good and frequent use of examples will be provided. Throughout,
the student will be given problems to solve. At the end of each chapter there will be
revision notes, recommended readings and questions on chapter content.
"Scott and David have done a fantastic job getting into the psyche of these very young
players. What I really love is their emphasis on FUN, and that kids learn by DOING.
This book will make a great extra assistant as you prepare for your season."—Bobby
Clark, Head Soccer Coach, University of Notre Dame; author of the best-selling
Coaching Youth Soccer: The Baffled Parent's Guide Coach. You're the new coach of
your child's soccer team, and you're not sure how to teach your players the
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fundamentals of soccer while also ensuring they have fun. Don't panic—Coaching 6-andUnder Soccer is here to help. Coaching 6-and-Under Soccer offers straightforward
advice, tips, and techniques, including reward-based games and drills; your first six
practices in an easy-to-photocopy format; and how to teach soccer basics to 4-, 5-, and
6-year-olds in ways that are fun for you and your players. This complete tool kit for a
new coach includes: The twelve easy-to-run drills that work best with young soccer
players How to keep your young players happy and active while they learn How to
make parents your best assistants and supporters How to keep the focus where it
belongs—not on winning or losing, but on having fun How to have a terrific time
coaching young players "Coaching 6-and-Under Soccer shows you how to teach your
young players the right way—through lively games that encourage kids to use their
creativity and self-expression when playing."—Brandi Chastain, Olympic and World Cup
Soccer Champion; author of It's Not About the Bra: Play Hard, Play Fair, and Put the
Fun Back into Competitive Sports "I have no doubt that young players will come to love
the game of soccer if their coaches follow the simple, straightforward advice in this
book."—Anson Dorrance, Head Women's Soccer Coach, University of North Carolina;
author of The Vision of a Champion: Advice and Inspiration from the World's Most
Successful Women's Soccer Coach "I highly recommend this terrific book to coaches
who want to instill good sportsmanship and the love of the game in their young players
while building a solid foundation in basic soccer skills and teamwork."—Jeremy Gunn,
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Head Men's Soccer Coach, Fort Lewis College
Crowood's Rugby Drills is a collection of 125 activities, practices and games designed
to improve coaching sessions at all levels of the game. The drills are organised into
chapters according to a particular skill or phase of the game, from the warm up to
handling, contact, lineout, scrum, kicking and defence. Each chapter starts with a series
of simple activities before progressing through to more complex ones, each broken
down into step-by-step explanations and diagrams, as well as guidance on how to
increase the level of difficulty.Tried and tested over a number of years, and proven to
work in developing skills and teamwork with players of all abilities, many of the drills
were created by the author, while some have been used by the most famous coaches
in the world. All of them were designed for use without the need for specialist and/or
expensive equipment. Aimed at new coaches of youth and adult rugby, as well as
coaches who want to review/improve their methods, it offers lots of ideas and is
superbly illustrated with 250 colour diagrams.
First published in 1988, this book contains edited and revised papers presented at the
first World Congress of Science and Football. Held under the auspices of the
International Council of Sport, Science, and Physical Education, the Congress was a
unique gathering of international scientists researching into football and practitioners
professionally involved in the many football codes. American football, soccer, rugby
league, rugby union, Australian rules, Gaelic football and national variations of these
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games are all covered in depth, in both amateur and professional systems. Nutrition,
biomechanics, equipment, physiology, sociology, psychology, coaching, management,
training, tactics, strategy are among the main subject areas the contributors cover. With
over 22 countries represented and with players, managers and coaches involved as
well as academics the book represents a truly international, comprehensive and
practical picture of contemporary football.
Foreword by Sir Clive Woodward. Anxious about coaching rugby to children? Maybe you're
already coaching, but sometimes struggle to get your points across to your players? Perhaps
you find yourself frequently running out of preparation time or think your sessions are
becoming dull? Coaching Rugby is Dan Cottrell's best-selling manual created for new and
aspiring coaches of junior players. It is designed to help you build your players' techniques,
skills and understanding of the whole game from ages 8 to 16, to give them the best start
possible to their rugby playing career. Divided into two parts, part one focuses on the basics of
working with young players in a safe and rewarding environment. Part two contains more than
100 training sessions, games and developments to coach and enhance all the basic skills of
rugby union.
Essential guide to the non-contact sport of Tag Rugby - a safe and fun way of introducing
rugby to under 10s.
Now updated–a practical guide to understanding rugby, North American—style Filled with
illustrations and photographs of drills and shape-up exercises, Rugby For Dummies tackles
North American rugby rules, levels of play, and how to coach junior players as well as adults.
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This revised edition includes the scoop on the fall 2007 rugby World Cup in France, expanded
coverage of women’s rugby, and updated information on North America's best players and
teams.
In this inspirational yet practical book, the man Parade called “the most important coach in
America,” subject of the national bestseller Season of Life, Joe Ehrmann, describes his
coaching philosophy and explains how sports can transform lives at every level of play, from
the earliest years to professional sports. Coaches have a tremendous platform, says Joe
Ehrmann, a former Syracuse University All-American and NFL star. Perhaps second only to
parents, coaches can impact young people as no one else can. But most coaches fail to do the
teaching, mentoring, even life-saving intervention that their platform provides. Too many are
transactional coaches; they focus solely on winning and meeting their personal needs. Some
coaches, however, use their platform. They teach the Xs and Os, but also teach the Ys of life.
They help young people grow into responsible adults; they leave a lasting legacy. These are
the transformational coaches. These coaches change lives, and they also change society by
helping to develop healthy men and women. InSideOut Coaching explains how to become a
transformational coach. Coaches first have to “go inside” and articulate their reasons for
coaching. Only those who have taken the InSideOut journey can become transformational. Joe
Ehrmann provides examples of coaches in his life who took this journey and taught him how to
find something bigger than himself in sports.He describes his own InSideOut experience,
starting with the death of his beloved brother, which helped him understand how sports could
transcend the playing field. He gives coaches the information and the tools they need to
become transformational. Joe Ehrmann has taken his message about the extraordinary power
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of sports all over the country. It has been warmly endorsed by NFL head coaches, athletic
directors at major universities, high school head coaches, even business groups and
community organizations. Now any parent-coach or school or community coach can read
Ehrmann’s message and learn how to make sports a life-changing experience.
Written by an experienced rugby coach, Coaching Youth Rugby is an essential guide for all
coaches, parents and teachers. This one-stop practical resource will give a new coach
everything they need to deliver fun, dynamic, player-centred practice sessions and guidance
on how to run a team. Coaches at all levels of the game will find material and ideas aimed at
helping them to formulate simple strategies to suit their level of player ability. Contents include:
practical small-team games and drills, enabling coaches to run active and fun sessions for
young players; ideas for teaching fundamental rugby skills, from passing and handling to
tackling, kicking, scrum and lineout; coaching theories explained in an uncomplicated and easyto-understand manner.With field-tested, age-specific information to help you learn how to
communicate with players, parents, other coaches and officials, Coaching Youth Rugby will
help you manage your team on match days and provide measures for ensuring player safety.
Includes full details on the new RFU Continuum. A one-stop practical resource that is fully
illustrated with 60 colour photographs and 100 diagrams.
This book is the first to celebrate the stories of this group of Aboriginal mentors and leaders
and present them in a form that is accessible to both academic and general audiences. In this
book, Aboriginal sport coaches from all over Australia share stories about their involvement in
sport and community, offering insight into the diverse experiences of Aboriginal people in
settler colonial Australia. This collection amplifies the public voice of Aboriginal coaches who
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are transforming the social, cultural, and political lives of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people.
These stories have been overlooked in public discussion about sport and indigeneity. Frank
and often funny, these intimate narratives provide insight into the unique experiences and
attitudes of this group of coaches. This book deepens our understanding of the shared and
contested history of Aboriginal peoples’ engagement with sport in Australia.
The Holcroft saga is a rugby story—the like of which may never have been equaled in the
history of the game. It begins over a century ago, when Mr. George Holcroft was given charge
of Leigh St. Peters RLFC in 1889. He married, and when his family grew up, Jack, Harry,
William, and Tom all played for local teams. They married, and George’s grandsons Bert and
Bill also played. Bert Holcroft has been a distinguished servant for the game of rugby all his
life. He holds coaching certificates from both the Australian and British governing bodies—one
of only a handful of men to achieve such an honor in the game’s history. For twenty odd years,
Bert Holcroft has had one of the unlikeliest jobs in sport: teaching Australian rugby coaches
how to coach. Considering the Australian dominance of World Rugby in recent years, that
might seem a par with taking coal to Newcastle. But make no mistake, Bert Holcroft has done
as much as anyone to ensure Australia’s reemergence as a major rugby power. On the face of
it, Australia wouldn’t seem to need any outside help, let alone from a Pom. Their record of only
one test defeat since 1978 speaks for itself. But Bert’s reputation is nationwide “down
under”—quite simply, he’s one of the best in the business. Bert, who played for Leigh between
1950–60, has spent much of his latter years Down Under lecturing to top-grade coaches in
New South Wales. Born and bred in Cameron Street, Leigh, Bert has few peers when it comes
to teaching the basics of the thirteen-a-side game. Since emigrating in the late sixties, Bert has
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dedicated his life to coaching and fitness techniques. Teams in Queensland, New South
Wales, and Sydney have all come under his influence, often with spectacular results. Bert’s
credentials are impeccable. Last summer, he achieved the highest accolade in Australia: his
grade 3 certificate personally signed by the then Australian league chairman Kevin Humphreys
and the director of coaching, Peter Corcoran. Three years earlier, Bert has sailed through his
grade 1 and 2 with flying colors. In 1953, he was awarded his senior coaching certificate in
England. Bert, who held a number of posts at Hilton Park before emigrating to Australia, has
spent a lot of his time heavily involved with Rugby in the universities there. He became director
of coaching for the University of New South Wales and later coach of the Combined
Universities side. He was awarded a coaching accreditation by the Australian Institute of Sport,
Department of Sport and Recreation NSW, and the NSW Rugby League for administration as
well as national coaching certificates in both Britain and Australia—one of only a handful of
people to do so. Eventually, the offer of a job in Sydney came: to coach the premiership
glamorous club Eastern Suburbs.
The ideal introduction to mini and youth rugby for parents and coaches, showing how young
players should be properly introduced to the game of rugby. Including sections on: - the game
and the rules - positions in rugby - drills for passing, catching and scoring - skills for attack skills for defense This essential guide contains information on all game situations, with simple
explanations of essential techniques and tactics to be learned, before moving on to more
advanced explanations of the skills required of the game. It also includes an introduction to the
bigger issues away from the pitch that parents and coaches must deal with, including: - how to
develop the right ethos for a rugby team - coaching boys versus girls - elite player development
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Accessible and practical, this book is packed full of useful coaching advice, complete with
diagrams and full-colour photographs. www.miniandyouthrugby.com

Underpinned by a philosophy of empowerment, athlete-centred approaches to
coaching are defined by a style that promotes learning through ownership,
responsibility, initiative and awareness. Perspectives on Athlete-Centred
Coaching offers an in-depth theoretical examination of player-focused coaching
models, and provides professional guidance for practising coaches. Written by a
cast of world-leading scholars and practitioners, and offering a breadth of
approaches to, and critiques of, the application of athlete-centred coaching, the
book covers topics including: • athlete-centred coaching and holistic
development • coaching tactical creativity • athlete-centred coaching in disability
sport • team culture and athlete-centred coaching • developing thinking players
through Game Sense coaching • supporting athlete wellbeing • athlete-centred
coaching and Teaching Games for Understanding • athlete-centred coaching in
masters sport. Based on the latest research and offering the most
comprehensive enquiry into this central area of coaching theory, Perspectives on
Athlete-Centred Coaching is important reading for any students and lecturers of
sports coaching or physical education, and practising coaches across any sport.
Total Rugby and Think Rugby are rugby classics - two of the most important and
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influential books ever written on the game of rugby. Thousands of players and
coaches around the globe have benefited from the concepts and methods in
these books, equipping them with the coaching skills and strategy to play the
very best in fifteen-a-side rugby. Total rugby is the antithesis of play-safe rugby an open, ebullient game in which every player is encouraged to show what he
can do as an attacker, defender and supporting player. Total Rugby has become
one of the game's most seminal coaching manuals - it highlights inspirational
rugby coach Jim Greenwood's radical examination of every facet of the game
and his ability to clearly convey the wealth of knowledge he accumulated over
many years in the sport.
From the heights of the Grand Slams to a near whitewash in the 2000 Six
Nations championship, one factor has remained constant in Scottish rugby - its
huge resource of characters. Early in the year 2000, Jeff Connor set out on a
mission to track down some of Scotland's best-known players, the true giants of
the game, and discover whether there is life after international rugby. The result
was 40 exclusive interviews and a book that is enlightening, hilarious and moving
in equal measure. There are rare and extended interviews with Ken Scotland,
Jim Telfer, Ian McLauchlan, Sandy Carmichael and Andy Irvine. There is the
Hawick humour of Jim Renwick, the history of Finlay Calder's greatest wind-ups
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and the emotive story of Gordon Brown's battle with his most vicious opponent of
them all, cancer. Bruce Hay's confrontation with the Duke of Edinburgh, Iain
Paxton's disgust at the attitude of some English players on a British Lions tour
and David Leslie's fearsome pre-match preparations are all vividly described,
along with frankly expressed views from active modern-day players like Gregor
Townsend. All rugby fans will find something to treasure in Giants of Scottish
Rugby.
Explores rugby: how and where it's played, the equipment and kit needed and
how to get involved. Includes tips on training and on developing techniques and
features rugby heroes at the top of their game, with exciting photos of them
showing their skills in action.
Power and influence in rugby is shifting away from its historical tie to international
on-field success, much of it in the southern hemisphere, to the boardrooms of
cashed-up, influential rugby clubs in the UK and France. A confused rugby
calendar is subjected to a ‘land grab’ from clubs and national unions, all striving
to maximise revenue. Player welfare concerns are cited by all and sundry, yet are
cast aside as soon as there is a dollar to be made. Told through the eyes of
rugby identities from around the world, this is a fascinating story of a once
staunchly amateur sport now fully engulfed in the clutches of professionalism—the
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future uncertain and the fabric of ‘the game they play in heaven’ straining under
the excesses and ambitions of rugby’s new powerbrokers.
The Holcroft saga is a rugby story, the likes of which may never have been
equaled in the history of the game. It begins over a century ago, when Mr.
George Holcroft was given charge of Leigh St. Peters RLFC in 1889. He married,
and when his family grew up, Jack, Harry, William, and Tom all played for local
teams. They married, and George’s grandsons, Bert and Bill, also played. Bert
Holcroft has been a distinguished servant of the game of rugby all his life. He
holds coaching certificates from both the Australian and British governing
bodies—one of only a handful of men to achieve such an honor in the game’s
history. For twenty-odd years, Bert Holcroft has had one of the unlikeliest jobs in
sports—teaching Australian rugby coaches how to coach! Considering the
Australian dominance of World Rugby in recent years, that might seem at par
with taking coal to Newcastle. But make no mistake, Bert Holcroft has done as
much as anyone to ensure Australia’s reemergence as a major rugby power. On
the face of it, Australia wouldn’t seem to need any outside help, let alone from a
Pom. Their record of only one test defeat since 1978 speaks for itself. But Bert’s
reputation is nationwide down under—quite simply, he’s one of the best in the
business. Bert, who played for Leigh between 1950 and 1960, has spent much of
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his later years down under, lecturing to top-grade coaches in New South Wales.
The official guide to rugby in North America, revised and updated Rugby For
Dummies is the guide to rugby in North America, endorsed by USA Rugby and
Rugby Canada, the official regulating bodies for the sport. It gives you a look at
how rugby is played, offers strategies for winning, and covers every level of the
sport, from high school to college (including women's rugby) to the international
leagues. Plus, this new edition addresses changes to the rules of rugby, includes
new rugby player bios, and looks at rugby's upcoming return to the Olympic
games. Inside you'll find easy-to-understand explanations of rugby rules and
positions, plus in-depth lessons on skills, fitness training, and winning techniques.
Add in entertaining stories from rugby in North America and around the world,
and you've got the definitive book on rugby! Covers every level of the sport
Includes the latest rules and information on rugby Discusses rugby's return to the
Olympic games Whether you're new to rugby or a scrum veteran, this friendly
guide is for you.
This book will combine research in coach development and practical experience
to offer the coach and coach developer practical suggestions to improve
coaching performance in youth sport. This book will speak directly to the coach
working in community youth sport programs, interscholastic sport, and private
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youth sport entities.
Improve technique, game sense and fitness levels with the aid of Rugby Games & Drills.
Developed by one of the game’s top coaches and endorsed by the Rugby Football Union,
Rugby Games & Drills contains over 115 games and drills \qq: Perhaps we want to say
“activities”? Also, total may change. –Laura Xqq\ designed to bring out the very best in
players, regardless of age or ability or rugby code. This book is packed with the most effective
games and drills for improving core skills such as handling, kicking and decision making while
providing tough physical challenges. In addition, the detailed descriptions with accompanying
illustrations will help you make the most of training sessions and ensure you are ready for
game day. Rugby Games & Drills is the ideal companion for coaches and players of both rugby
league and rugby union looking to maximize talent and harness their potential.
This is the first book to offer a comprehensive review of current research in the psychology of
sports coaching. It provides detailed, critical appraisals of the key psychological concepts
behind the practice of sports coaching and engages with contemporary debates in this field.
Organised around three main themes, it discusses factors affecting the coaching environment;
methods for enhancing coach performance; and how to put theory into practice through
coaching work. Written by an international team of researchers and practitioners at the cutting
edge of psychology and coaching, each chapter introduces a key concept, defines key terms,
provides a comprehensive literature review, and considers implications for future research and
applied practice. Encompassing the latest developments in the field, it addresses topics such
as: the theory behind effective coaching creating performance environments promoting
psychological well-being developing resilience through coaching transformational leadership
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and the role of the coach. The Psychology of Sports Coaching: Research and Practice is an
indispensable resource for sport psychologists and sports coaches, and is essential reading for
all students and academics researching sport psychology.
(Paperback) SPECIAL COMMEMORATIVE EDITION TO CELEBRATE RUGBY WORLD CUP
2019 BEING AWARDED TO JAPAN.The true story of Katsuyuki Kiyomiya's miraculous five
years (2001-06) coaching Japan's top university rugby team, written by the coach himself as
the bestselling "Kyuukyoku no Shouri" (pub. Feb. 2006), translated by Ian Ruxton. Kiyomiya's
record over five years is: Played 70, Won 62, Drawn 1, Lost 7 with wins over Toyota Verblitz,
New Zealand Universities, Oxford and Cambridge. Tipped as a future coach of Japan, in
March 2006 he became head coach of Suntory Sungoliath in Japan's Top League. The tragic
sub-plot is the murder in Iraq in 2003 of rugby player-diplomat Katsuhiko ("Katsu") Oku who
invented the ULTIMATE CRUSH slogan. Reviewed in Rugby World, February 2007 issue.
(This Paperback is also on amazon and other retail websites. The Hardcover and Download
are only available on lulu.com.)
Teaching athletes to improve their performance is the essence of sports coaching. In response
to new government-led initiatives to invest in and develop coaching, this book is the first
introduction to pedagogical theory for coaching. Bringing helpful insights from educational
theory to bear on coaching practice, The Sports Coach as Educator expands and enriches the
role of the coach and allows professionals to approach their work in new and inventive ways.
Exploring the nature of coaching, this text covers: educational concepts in coaching coaching,
teaching and leadership athletes’ learning coaching communities and the social process
reflective practice mentoring developing expert coaches.
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